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Robust integrated optofluidic-ring-resonator
dye lasers
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We demonstrate a robust optofluidic dye laser that integrates fluidics with a high Q-factor ring resonator. In
this optofluidic laser the ring resonator is formed by an optical fiber fused on the inner surface of a glass
capillary serving as a fluidic channel. Laser oscillation is achieved with a threshold of 7 �J/mm2 per pulse.
Furthermore, the laser emission can be directionally outcoupled through a fiber prism for easy and efficient
light delivery. © 2009 Optical Society of America
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Optofluidic dye lasers are an emerging technology
that combines advantages of fluidic control provided
by microfluidics with the adaptive nature of dye la-
sers [1,2]. They have broad applications in micrototal
analysis systems for biological–chemical sensing and
in development of compact, tunable, multicolored
light sources. In current optofluidic lasers, the optical
feedback is provided by distributed feedback gratings
[3–6] or Fabry–Perot-type resonators [7–10] embed-
ded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chips. Single-
mode operation [3], tunable output [5,6], and multi-
color emission [9] have been demonstrated. However,
owing to the small Young’s modulus of PDMS, PDMS-
based optofluidic dye lasers suffer from low mechani-
cal strength and are easy to deform under pressure.
As a consequence, fast circulation of dye solution in a
fluidic channel, which is highly desirable in achieving
cw laser operation [2], cannot be sustained. Addition-
ally, the Q factor of the above lasers is on the order of
103, resulting in a relatively high lasing threshold.

Optical ring resonators, such as microdroplets
[11,12], microspheres [13,14], microcylinders [15],
microcapillaries [16–20], microfiber knots [21], and
ring-shaped waveguides formed on a PDMS sub-
strate [22], are also commonly used in optofluidic dye
lasers. In those ring resonators, whispering gallery
modes (WGMs) of high Q factors ��106� circulate
along the ring-resonator surface, providing an excel-
lent optical feedback for low-threshold lasing. How-
ever, a few significant drawbacks still exist in current
optofluidic ring-resonator (OFRR) lasers, including
ineffective integration with microfluidics (such as in
microspheres [13,14] and microfiber knots [21]), diffi-
culty in mass producing and integrating into practi-
cal and functional optical devices (such as in micro-
droplets [11] and microspheres [13,14]), lack of
efficient directional outcoupling (such as in micro-
droplets [11], microcapillaries [16,17], and microcyl-
inders [15]), and relatively weak mechanical strength
(such as in microcapillaries [18,19], microfiber knots
[21], and PDMS-based ring resonators [22]).

To address those issues, in this work we report the
design and performance of a new type of OFRR dye

laser. As illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), a microcyl-
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inder ring resonator is fused onto the inner surface of
a capillary. When a solvent with a refractive index
(RI) lower than the microcylinder is used, the micro-
cylinder forms a ring resonator and supports WGMs
of relatively high Q factors [Fig. 1(c)]. This OFRR dye
laser offers a few distinctive advantages. First, the
outer capillary provides an efficient fluidic channel
for the ring resonator inside. Second, both ring reso-
nator and fluidics are highly robust to accommodate
a high flow rate of the dye solution, a critical feature
to reduce the thermal effect in dye lasers and to
achieve microfluidic cw dye lasers. Third, when prop-
erly fabricated, the OFRR can potentially have high
Q factors, yielding a low lasing threshold. Fourth, the
lasing emission can be directionally coupled out
through a fiber prism in contact with the outer capil-
lary wall. Fifth, the fabrication process is simple and
cost effective, and is compatible with commercial fi-
ber drawing technology. Furthermore, the capillary
provides an isolated environment so that an array of

Fig. 1. (Color online) Conceptual illustrations of OFRR
dye lasers: (a) Side view, (b) cross-sectional view, (c) en-
larged cross-sectional view of the OFRR, and (d) image of
the fabricated OFRR dye laser. OFRR diameter=125 �m.
Capillary inner diameter=900 �m and outer diameter

=1200 �m.
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OFRR lasers can be packaged in a polymer without
affecting their performance [20].

To fabricate this OFRR system, a segment ��5 cm�
of an optical fiber without the polymer coating is in-
serted into a fused-silica capillary and then fused
with the capillary inner wall by CO2 laser irradia-
tion. The CO2 laser power is optimized to minimize
the contact area between the microcylinder and cap-
illary, thus retaining the high-Q factors of the ring
resonator while providing strong mechanical
strength [see Fig. 1(d)].

Figure 1(b) depicts the experimental setup. We use
1 mM R6G dye in methanol �n=1.329� as the gain
medium, and it is flowed through the capillary at a
flow rate of 0.7 mL/min. A pulsed optical parametric
oscillator (532 nm and 5 ns pulse width) is used to il-
luminate a 3 mm portion of the OFRR. The dye emis-
sion is collected through free space and sent to a
spectrometer (spectral resolution=0.12 nm).

A typical WGM lasing spectrum from the OFRR
system is shown in Fig. 2(a). The periodic peaks
emerge above the fluorescence baseline between 565
and 583 nm with the central wavelength at 573 nm.
The free spectral range (FSR) is measured to be
0.566 nm, in agreement with the 125 �m diameter of
the fiber. The WGM spectrum of another optofluidic
laser system fabricated by the same method is given
in Fig. 2(b) with an FSR of 0.53 nm, indicative of a
slight size variation ��5% � in fabrication. The cen-
tral wavelength moves to 565 nm, suggesting a Q fac-
tor lower than that in Fig. 2(a) [19], which is attrib-
uted to a higher leakage of the WGM into the
capillary wall through the fused contact area.

The FSR in both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) suggests that
the laser oscillation comes from the ring resonator in-
stead of the capillary wall as reported in earlier stud-
ies [15,17]. To further verify the origin of the optical
feedback in the laser emission, a capillary of the
same dimension in the absence of the ring resonator
is filled with the same concentration of R6G and is
pumped at the energy level far above the lasing
threshold. No lasing oscillation is observed, consis-
tent with previous results [16].

Figure 3(a) plots the lasing peak intensity as a
function of the pump intensity. Below the lasing
threshold, only broad R6G emission is observed [Fig.
2(b)]. With the increased pump power, the laser
peaks emerge at 565 nm. The lasing threshold is ap-
proximately 7 �J/mm2 per pulse. Although the las-
ing threshold is much higher than the best reported

Fig. 2. WGM lasing spectra of two OFRR R6G lasers coll

background removed.
silica-based OFRR dye lasers [19], it is on par with
many PDMS-based optofluidic dye lasers [3,5,8].

The intrinsic Q factor or the empty-cavity Q factor
(in the absence of dye) of the OFRR system, Q0, can
be deduced from the spectral position of the laser
emission peak [15,19]. Since the gain medium over-
laps only with the evanescent field of the WGM, the
laser emission spectrum is determined by �Q0, where
� is the fraction of the WGM in the evanescent field.
According to Fig. 2(a), the peak of the laser emission
is around 573 nm, which corresponds to a �Q0 value
of 4�104 based on the study reported in [15,19]. Con-
sidering that � is typically a few percent [15], Q0 is
estimated to be around 106. Likewise, for the ring
resonator in Fig. 2(b), Q0 of 105 is deduced. Although
the Q factor is higher than that in the PDMS-based
cavity, it is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than that
in a stand-alone microcylinder ring resonator, which
is caused mainly by the loss to the capillary wall at
the point of contact.

The ability to directionally couple the laser emis-
sion out is highly desirable in many practical appli-
cations. Previously, the directional outcoupling of the
laser emission from a ring resonator via the evanes-
cent coupling was demonstrated by placing a fiber
taper, fiber prism, or waveguide in contact with the
ring resonator [18–20]. However, for a microcylinder
ring resonator suspended in the center of a capillary
[15], a structure similar to the OFRR laser system re-
ported in this Letter, direct contact between the ring
resonator and a fiber or waveguide is challenging.
Consequently, the laser emission can be coupled out
only by collecting the laser scattering in free space.
For our OFRR laser, direct evanescent coupling from
the ring resonator also seems to be impossible, as it is
shielded by a 150-�m-thick capillary wall. However,

d in free space. Insets, laser spectra with the fluorescence

Fig. 3. (Color online) Intensity of the lasing emission peak
at 565 nm in Fig. 2(b) versus the pump intensity.
ecte
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we will show the feasibility of outcoupling the laser
light through a fiber prism via the evanescent cou-
pling. As illustrated in Fig. 4, an SMF-28 fiber is first
glued in a plastic module and then angle polished at
15° at one of its ends [20]. Then the fiber prism is
placed below the ring resonator, and the gap between
the fiber prism surface and the capillary is filled with
RI matching gel �n=1.45�. Through this design, the
fiber prism surface can be effectively extended to the
surface right below the ring resonator (dashed lines
in Fig. 4). In the experiment, the whole OFRR system
is slightly shifted horizontally to compensate for the
displacement of the fiber prism surface.

Figure 5 shows the laser emission coupled out of
the fiber prism. Most of the strong fluorescence base-
line is rejected compared to the free-space collection
method. Ideally only the WGM laser emission is
phase matched and therefore can be coupled into the
fiber prism. Since the long axis of the fiber prism core
is only 30 �m long, the coupling efficiency drops sig-
nificantly with only slight horizontal misalignment,
further confirming that the laser emission in Fig. 5 is
not from the laser scattering but the directional cou-
pling.

In summary, we have demonstrated a robust OFRR
dye laser that is integrated with capillary-based flu-
idics and can potentially be mass produced in a
simple and cost-effective manner. A lasing threshold

Fig. 4. (Color online) Fiber prism outcoupling setup. The
dashed line profile indicates the virtual extension of the fi-
ber prism. Inset, image of the fiber prism surface.

Fig. 5. Directional outcoupling of the OFRR dye laser
through a fiber prism.
of 7 �J/mm2 per pulse is achieved, and the laser
emission can be outcoupled directionally through a fi-
ber prism. Future work will be focused on the fabri-
cation method to fully take advantage of the intrinsic
high Q factors of the ring resonator for an even lower
lasing threshold. Additionally, microcylinders of
higher RI materials such as sapphire and chalco-
genides can be used to reduce the loss to the capillary
wall and to impart more flexibility to dye and solvent
selection. Tuning of the laser wavelength and single-
mode lasing will also be pursued.
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